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Body & Soul™ Duplicity™
Purple 0044-65-3 Pink 0044-70-3
Blue 0044-75-3 Black 0044-80-3
•Warms as it vibrates • Whisper quiet dual micro bullets
•2-speed • Incredibly powerful
•Ergonomic battery pack with push button control
•ABS with PU Cote • 2 AA batteries
•1”x .25”/2.5 cm x .75 cm

Body & Soul™
Remote I 0079-20-3
2.5” x 1.25”/6.25 cm x 3.25 cm

Remote II 0079-25-3
1.5” x .25”/3.75 cm x .75 cm (small bullet)
2.5” x 1.25”/6.25 cm x 3.25 cm (large bullet)
•Great for couples or solo play
•Gold Standard, easy to read LED display
•Easy to use controls that turn off on any function
•Side switch travel lock
•Bullets sized for pleasure
•Designer iridescent Satin Finish™

•10 powerful functions of vibration, pulsation, and escalation
•ABS with Metallic Plating/PU Cote
•26’/8 m range
•Batteries included (2-N, 1-12V)
•EC-R+TTE certificate included

Body & Soul™…Life, Love, and Lust…Set Aside Time to
Embrace Your Body and Soul with this Sensual Collection. 
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Body & Soul™
Desire™
Purple 0535-20-3
Pink 0535-21-3
Blue 0535-22-3
Black 0535-23-3
•Soft and silky smooth massagers 
•Designer iridescent Satin Finish™

•10 powerful functions of vibration, 
pulsation, and escalation

•Easy push button operation – 
hold down for 3 seconds to turn 
off on any function

•ABS with Metallic Plating/PU Cote 
(massager) ABS with Silver Plating 
(décor)  Silicone (push button)

•2 AAA batteries
•5.5” x .75”/14 cm x 2 cm

Posh® Silicone Performance Kit™
Blue 0398-10-3 Pink 0398-15-3 Purple 0398-20-3
•Versatile assortment of luxurious Silicone pleasure products
•3 stretchy and durable enhancing rings in 3 popular sizes 
•Soft and seamless probe with superior suction base
•Silicone
•4” x 1.25”/10.25 cm x 3.25 cm (probe) •1.25”/3.25 cm (diameter small ring)
•1.5”/3.75 cm (diameter medium ring) •1.75”/4.5 cm (diameter large ring)
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Body & Soul™
Devotion™
Purple 0535-28-3
Pink 0535-29-3
Blue 0535-30-3
Black 0535-31-3
•Soft and silky smooth massagers 
•Designer iridescent Satin Finish™

•10 powerful functions of vibration, 
pulsation, and escalation

•Easy push button operation – 
hold down for 3 seconds to turn 
off on any function

•ABS with Metallic Plating/PU Cote 
(massager) ABS with Silver Plating 
(décor) Silicone (push button)

•2 AA batteries
•6” x 1”/15.25 cm x 2.5 cm

Body & Soul™
Lust™
Purple 0535-24-3
Pink 0535-25-3
Blue 0535-26-3
Black 0535-27-3
•Soft and silky smooth massagers 
•Designer iridescent Satin Finish™

•10 powerful functions of vibration, 
pulsation, and escalation

•Easy push button operation – 
hold down for 3 seconds to turn 
off on any function

•ABS with Metallic Plating/PU Cote 
(massager) ABS with Silver Plating 
(décor) Silicone (push button)

•2 AAA batteries
•5.75” x .75”/14.5 cm x 2 cm
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Shane’s World®
Pledge Party™
Pink 0536-95-2
Blue 0536-96-2
Yellow 0536-97-2
Purple 0536-98-2
•Powerful, super compact massager 

with 4 interchangeable tips
•ABS
•Batteries included (4 watch, 8 included)
•2.5” x .75”/6.25 cm x 2 cm (massager)
• .75” x .75”/2 cm x 2 cm (tip)

Body & Soul™
Embrace™
Purple 0535-32-3
Pink 0535-33-3
Blue 0535-34-3
Black 0535-35-3
•Soft and silky smooth massagers 
•Designer iridescent Satin Finish™

•10 powerful functions of vibration, 
pulsation, and escalation

•Easy push button operation – 
hold down for 3 seconds to turn 
off on any function

•ABS with Metallic Plating/PU Cote 
(massager) ABS with Silver Plating 
(décor) Silicone (push button)

•2 AA batteries
•6” x 1”/15.25 cm x 2.5 cm

Shane’s World® Sorority Rush™
Pink 0536-91-2
Blue 0536-92-2
Yellow 0536-93-2
Purple 0536-94-2
•Silky smooth Satin Finish™ massagers
•3 intense speeds of vibration
•Easy push button operation
•ABS with PU Cote (massager) 

ABS with Silver Plating (décor)
•1 AA battery
•4.5” x 1”/11.5 cm x 2.5 cm
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Bunny Dreams™
Pink 0578-10-3
Blue 0578-15-3
Purple 0578-20-3
3.25” x 1”/8.25 cm x 2.5 cm (shaft)
3.75” x 3.25”/9.5 cm x 8.25 cm (overall)

Butterfly Dreams™
Pink 0578-25-3
Blue 0578-30-3
Purple 0578-35-3
3” x 1”/7.5 cm x 2.5 cm (shaft)
4” x 3”/10.25 cm x 7.5 cm (overall)
• Intimate “G” with triple stimulation
•Sized for beginners and advanced users
•Soft and pliable
•Removable 3-speed bullet
•TPR (massager) ABS (bullet) 

ABS with Silver Plating (cap)
•1 AAA battery
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Platinum Edition
Personal Pleasurizer™
Purple 0579-20-3
Pink 0579-30-3
Blue 0579-40-3
•The perfect nestling intimate 

scoop for complete feminine 
arousal

•9 intense functions of 
vibration, pulsation, and 
escalation

•Easy push button control
•Quiet
•TPR (massager) 

ABS with Silver 
Plating (décor) 
ABS (cap)

•2 AAA batteries
•2.75” x 1.25”/7 cm x 3.25 cm

“The Original” 
Personal Pleasurizer™
Purple 0579-05-3
Pink 0579-10-3
Blue 0579-15-3
•The ultimate in feminine arousal
•The original contoured clitoral 

scoop with tantalizing ticklers
•3 intense speeds of vibration
•Easy push button control
•Quiet
•TPR (massager) ABS (cap)
•2.75” x 1.25”/7 cm x 3.25 cm

•2 AAA batteries
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Posh® 10-Function Silicone Butterfly Lover™
Blue 0601-80-3 Pink 0601-85-3 Purple 0601-90-3
•Full contact, vibrating, body hugging Silicone butterfly with fluttering antennae
•May be worn for solo play or while making love
•10 functions of intense vibration, pulsation, and escalation
•State-of-the-art memory chip resumes last function used
•Auto on/off button
•Universal plug-in jack
•Fully adjustable, removable waist and thigh straps
•Waist adjusts to 50”/127 cm

•Silicone (butterfly) ABS (stimulator, controller, hooks) Polyester (straps) Nickel-Free Iron (snaps)
• 3.25” x 2.75”/8.25 cm x 7 cm • 2 AA batteries

7-Function 
Silicone Love Rider™
Wild Butterfly™
Pink 0582-10-3
Black 0582-15-3
•Total satisfaction
•Comfortable, intimately curved 

Silicone butterfly for internal as 
well as 4 point external stimulation

•7 functions of vibration, pulsation, 
and escalation resonates 
throughout

•Easy touch controller with LED – 
hold down for 3 seconds to turn 
off on any function

•Silicone (vibrator) ABS (controller)
•2 AAA batteries
•3” x 1.25”/7.5 cm x 3.25 cm (shaft)
•3.5” x 2.75”/9 cm x 7 cm (butterfly)
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Black Label™ Jack Rabbit®
Anniversary Edition
0610-30-3
•A fitting tribute to an icon…this is the ultimate Jack Rabbit®!
•3 powerful motors strategically placed in the tip, shaft, and rabbit 
•3 speeds of shaft rotation
•3 speeds of shaft vibration
•Rabbit has 7 functions of vibration, pulsation, and escalation
•Easy touch controller with LED
•Auto on/off button
•Luxurious all Silicone design
•Silicone (vibrator) ABS (controller, cap)
•3 AA batteries
•5.5” x 1.75”/14 cm x 4.5 cm (shaft)
•2.25” x 1.25”/5.75 cm x 3.25 cm (rabbit)

Rechargeable 
Black Label™ Jack Rabbit®
Anniversary Edition
0610-35-3
•This is the ultimate rechargeable Jack Rabbit®!
•Luxurious all Silicone design
•Runs on high speed for 1.5 hours, low speed for 3 hours
•3 powerful motors strategically placed in the tip, 

shaft, and rabbit 
•3 speeds of shaft rotation
•3 speeds of shaft vibration
•Rabbit has 7 functions of vibration, pulsation, and escalation
•Easy touch controller with LED
•Auto on/off button
•Complete charge in 8 hours
•LED indicator for charging
•Silicone (vibrator) ABS (controller, cap)
•110/240V charger plus

USB charger included
•5.5” x 1.75”/14 cm x 4.5 cm (shaft)
•2.25” x 1.25”/5.75 cm x 3.25 cm (rabbit)
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Triple Motor
Silicone Jack Rabbit®
Pink 0611-41-3
Blue 0611-42-3
Purple 0611-43-3
•Incredibly powerful with 3 motors
•Motors strategically placed in the tip, 

shaft, and rabbit
•Luxurious all Silicone design
•3 speeds of shaft rotation
•3 speeds of shaft vibration
•Rabbit has 7 functions of vibration, 

pulsation, and escalation
•Easy touch controller with LED
•Auto on/off button
•Silicone (vibrator) ABS (controller, cap)
•3 AA batteries
•5.5” x 1.75”/14 cm x 4.5 cm (shaft)
•2.25” x 1.25”/5.75 cm x 3.25 cm (rabbit)
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Thrusting Orgasm™

Thrusting Bunny™
Pink 0661-00-3
Black 0661-03-3
•Powerful thrusting action with vibrating 

and pulsating bunny
•Dual motors
•8 independent speeds of vibration
•8 independent speeds of thrusting action
•3 incredible functions of vibration, pulsation, 

and escalation for both motors
•Easy push button controls
•Auto on/off button
•TPR (vibrator) ABS with Metallic Plating 

(controller, beads)
•3 AA batteries
•5.25” x 1.5”/13.25 cm x 3.75 cm (shaft)
•2.5” x 1”/6.25 cm x 2.5 cm (bunny)
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Posh®
10-Function Petite Teaser
Petite Teaser 1 (Pink) 0725-05-3
4.75” x 1.25”/12 cm x 3.25 cm

Petite Teaser 2 (Blue) 0725-10-3
4.5” x 1.5”/11.5 cm x 3.75 cm

Petite Teaser 3 (Orange) 0725-15-3
4.5” x 1.25”/11.5 cm x 3.25 cm

Petite Teaser 4 (Purple) 0725-20-3
5” x 1.25”/12.75 cm x 3.25 cm

•Silky soft, luxurious Silicone massagers
•Pleasing shapes designed for 

versatile use
•Discreet, powerful, whisper quiet
•10 functions of intense vibration, 

pulsation, and escalation
•Easy push button controller with LED – 

hold down for 3 seconds to turn off 
on any function

•Silicone (massager) ABS with PU Cote 
(cap) ABS with Silver Plating (décor)

•1 AAA battery

Posh®
10-Function Teaser
Teaser 1 (Pink) 0725-50-3
5.5” x 1.25”/14 cm x 3.25 cm

Teaser 2 (Blue) 0725-55-3
5.75” x 1.5”/14.5 cm x 3.75 cm

Teaser 3 (Orange) 0725-60-3
5.5” x 1.25”/14 cm x 3.25 cm

Teaser 4 (Purple) 0725-65-3
5.75” x 1.25”/14.5 cm x 3.25 cm

•Silky soft luxurious Silicone 
massagers

•4 designs for versatile use
•Powerful, whisper quiet
•10 functions of intense 

vibration, pulsation, 
and escalation

•Easy push button controller 
with LED – hold down for 
3 seconds to turn off on 
any function

•Silicone (massager) 
ABS with PU Cote (cap) 
ABS with Silver Plating (décor)

•2 AAA batteries
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“The Original”
Bunny Kiss™
Pink 0782-15-3
Blue 0782-16-3
Purple 0782-17-3
•Ultimate bouncing bunny 

with flickering ears
•Ergonomically designed 

for G-spot stimulation
•3-speed
•Intense power
•Easy push button control
•Sized for beginners and 

advanced users
•TPR (massager) 

ABS (cap)
•2 AAA batteries
•2.75” x 1.25”/

7 cm x 3.25 cm

“The Original”
Butterfly Kiss™
Pink 0782-04-3
Blue 0782-12-3
Purple 0782-14-3
•Our #1 best seller!
•The ultimate in total 

feminine arousal
•Sensually designed, power 

packed arouser with a 
delicately shaped G-spot 
stimulator

•3-speed
•Intense power
•Optimum fluttering wings 

to tease and tantalize
•Sized for beginners and 

advanced users
•Easy push button
•TPR (massager) ABS (cap)
•2 AAA batteries
•2.75” x 1.25”/7 cm x 3.25 cm
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Platinum Edition
Butterfly Kiss™
Pink 0782-25-3
Blue 0782-30-3
Purple 0782-35-3
•Our #1 selling butterfly just 

went platinum
•Sensually designed, power 

packed arouser with a 
delicately shaped G-spot 
stimulator

•Optimum fluttering wings 
with tantalizing antennae

•9 intense functions of 
vibration, pulsation, and 
escalation

•Easy push button control
•Intense power
•Sized for beginners and 

advanced users
•TPR (massager) ABS with 

Silver Plating (décor) 
ABS (cap)

•2 AAA batteries
•2.75” x 1.25”/7 cm x 3.25 cm

Platinum Edition
Bunny Kiss™
Pink 0782-36-3
Blue 0782-37-3
Purple 0782-38-3
•Ultimate bouncing bunny 

with flickering ears
•Ergonomic design for 

G-spot stimulation
•9 intense functions of 

vibration, pulsation, 
and escalation

•Easy push button control
•Sized for beginners 

and advanced users
•TPR (massager) 

ABS with Silver 
Plating (décor) 
ABS (cap)

•2 AAA batteries
•2.75” x 1.25”/

7 cm x 3.25 cm
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Power Stud™…Traditional designs with 
a contemporary flair. Body safe, push-button

3-speed controller, 100% waterproof.

Waterproof
Power Stud™
Curvy
Pink 0836-01-3
Black 0836-02-3
Purple 0836-03-3
•Soft and flexible vibrators
•3-speed
•Power packed
•Push button control
•Phthalate-Free PVC (vibrator) 

ABS/ABS with PU Cote (cap) 
ABS with Silver Plating (décor) 

•2 AA batteries
•6.75” x 2”/17.25 cm x 5 cm

Waterproof
Power Stud™
Rod
Pink 0836-04-3
Black 0836-05-3
Purple 0836-06-3
•Soft and flexible vibrators
•3-speed
•Power packed
•Push button control
•Phthalate-Free PVC (vibrator) 

ABS/ABS with PU Cote (cap) 
ABS with Silver Plating (décor) 

•2 AA batteries
•7” x 1.5”/17.75 cm x 3.75 cm
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Waterproof
Power Stud™
“G”
Pink 0836-07-3
Black 0836-08-3
Purple 0836-09-3
•Soft and flexible vibrators
•3-speed
•Power packed
•Push button control
•Phthalate-Free PVC (vibrator) 

ABS/ABS with PU Cote (cap) 
ABS with Silver Plating (décor) 

•2 AA batteries
•6.75” x 1.5”/17.25 cm x 3.75 cm

Waterproof
Power Stud™
Ribbed
Pink 0836-10-3
Black 0836-11-3
Purple 0836-12-3
•Soft and flexible vibrators
•3-speed
•Power packed
•Push button control
•Phthalate-Free PVC (vibrator) 

ABS/ABS with PU Cote (cap) 
ABS with Silver Plating (décor) 

•2 AA batteries
•6.75” x 1.5”/17.25 cm x 3.75 cm
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Waterproof
Power Stud™
Cliterrific™
Pink 0836-13-3
Black 0836-14-3
Purple 0836-15-3
7.5” x 2.5”/19 cm x 6.25 cm

Over & Under™
Pink 0836-16-3
Black 0836-17-3
Purple 0836-18-3
5.5” x 1.75”/
14 cm x 4.5 cm (large shaft)

3.5” x 1”/
9 cm x 2.5 cm (small shaft)
•Soft and flexible vibrators
•3-speed
•Power packed
•Push button control
•Phthalate-Free PVC (vibrator) 

ABS/ABS with PU Cote (cap) 
ABS with Silver Plating (décor) 

•2 AA batteries
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Lighted Shimmers®
LED Turbo Bullet™
Pink 0845-10-3
Blue 0845-15-3
LED Turbo Teaser™
Pink 0845-20-3
Blue 0845-25-3
•Set the mood with 

Lighted Shimmers®

•Illuminating with extreme power
•Elegantly designed teasers with 

brilliant LED light that glows 
pink or blue

•Multi-speed vibrations
•Ergonomic battery pack with plug-in 

jack and slide control
•ABS with Silver Plating 

(controller, stimulator) ABS (color band)
•3 AA batteries
•2.25” x 1”/5.75 cm x 2.5 cm
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10-Function Silicone
Pleasure Bendie™
Ridged G
Pink 0868-40-3
Blue 0868-45-3
7” x 1.75”/17.75 cm x 4.5 cm

Wavy G
Pink 0868-50-3
Blue 0868-55-3
7” x 1.5”/17.75 cm x 3.75 cm

Ripple G
Pink 0868-60-3
Blue 0868-65-3
6.75” x 1.75”/17.25 cm x 4.5 cm

•Premium Silicone massagers
•Quietly flexes and moves with you
•Intense vibrations at the tip
•10 functions of vibration, 

pulsation, and escalation
•State-of-the-art memory chip 

resumes last function used
•Easy push button controls
•Auto on/off button
•Silicone (vibrator) 

ABS (cap, buttons) 
ABS with Silver Plating (décor)

•3 AAA batteries
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G.N.D.
The Girl Next Door™
Ivory 0884-10-3
Brown 0884-20-3
Black 0884-30-3
•Variety is the spice of life with 

these life-like masturbators
•Soft, tight, and stretchy
•Maintenance free
•PureSkin®/TPR
•5.5” x 2.5”/14 cm x 6.25 cm
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Sorority Hottie™
Blue 0944-20-3
Pink 0944-25-3
Yellow 0944-30-3
5.25” x 3”/13.25 cm x 7.5 cm

•Glow-in-the-dark, life-like, ultra soft and 
stretchy masturbators

•For maximum glow, expose to any light source
•Textured inner chamber for added stimulation
•Maintenance free
•PureSkin®/TPR

Shane’s World®
Glow-In-The-Dark Masturbators
Sorority Tease™
Blue 0944-05-3
Pink 0944-10-3
Yellow 0944-15-3
4.75” x 2.5”/12 cm x 6.25 cm

®
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Advanced Master Gauge™ Pump
Clear 1040-10-3
Red 1040-15-3
Smoke 1040-20-3
•“Ample girth for the big man, and the man who wants to be!” 

- American Pumpers Association
•Advanced hi-tech enhancement pump produces incredible 

suction for maximum results
•9”/22.75 cm oversized cylinder with impressive 

2.5”/6.25 cm diameter
•Built-in PSI pressure gauge
•Newly designed ergonomic handle for one handed action
•Flexible non-crimping Silicone air hose
•Flanged base for use with or without included Silicone donut
•Easy-to-use quick release purge valve
•Silicone (donut, hose) ABS (release valve, gauge, handle) 

PC (cylinder)
•9” x 2.5”/22.75 cm x 6.25 cm (cylinder)
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“The Original”
Wild G™
Pink 1065-04-2
Purple 1065-14-2
•#1 selling “G”
•Tiered triple prongs for 

maximum stimulation
•3 speeds of vibration
•3 speeds of non-jamming 

multi-level rotating beads
•Reversible head rotation
•Easy-to-use controller
•TPE (vibrator) ABS (cap) 

ABS with Silver Plating (beads)
•3 AA batteries
•5” x 1.75”/12.75 cm x 4.5 cm (shaft)
•2.5” x 2”/6.25 cm x 5 cm (stimulator)

Triple Play™ Wild G™
Pink 1065-20-2
Purple 1065-25-2
•Our best selling Wild G™

just got an upgrade
•Graduated triple prongs provide 

maximum clitoral stimulation
•7 powerful functions of vibration, 

pulsation, and escalation
•6 speeds of independent rotation
•56 non-jamming rotating beads
•Easy touch controller with LED
•Easy on/off
•TPE (vibrator) ABS (controller) 

ABS with Silver Plating (beads)
•4 AA batteries
•5.5” x 1.5”/14 cm x 3.75 cm (shaft)
•2.5” x 1.75”/6.25 cm x 4.5 cm

(stimulator)
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Posh®
Silicone “O” Beads
Pink 1322-10-3
Blue 1322-20-3
Orange 1322-30-3
Purple 1322-40-3
•2 styles, 2 sizes of 

Silicone pleasure beads
•Stretchy and durable
•Sturdy retrieval ring
•Silicone
•1” x 10”/2.5 cm x 25.5 cm

(Style A)
•.75” x 9”/2 cm x 22.75 cm

(Style B)

10-Function Lia®
Mini Bullet
Blue 1158-10-3
Pink 1158-20-3
Purple 1158-30-3
•Petite, discreet, and power packed!
•Elegant power pack delivers 

10 intense functions of vibration, 
pulsation, and escalation

•Satin Finish™

•LED push button control with 
auto off on any function

•Plug-in jack
•ABS with PU Cote (controller, 

stimulator) ABS with 
Silver Plating (décor)

•1 AA battery
•1.75” x .75”/4.5 cm x 2 cm

Posh®
Silicone “O” Balls
Pink 1321-10-3
Blue 1321-20-3
Orange 1321-30-3
Purple 1321-40-3
•Weighted orgasm balls covered with 

luxurious Silicone
•Perfect for your kegel exercise routine
•Sturdy retrieval ring
•Silicone
•7” x 1.5”/17.75 cm x 3.75 cm
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Posh® Silicone Vibro Ring
Pink 1369-50-3
Blue 1369-55-3
Orange 1369-60-3
Purple 1369-65-3
•Luxurious Silicone enhancer provides 

support for him, powerful stimulation 
for a partner

•Plushy soft, comfortable, stretchy, 
and durable

•Removable and reusable vibrating 
stimulator

•New micro stimulator clicks left 
or right for instant activation

•Silicone (enhancer) ABS (stimulator)
•Batteries included (2 watch, 4 included)
•1.25”/3.25 cm (diameter)
•1.5” x .5”/3.75 cm x 1.25 cm (stimulator)

Posh®
Silicone Love Rings
Pink 1369-10-3
Blue 1369-15-3
Orange 1369-20-3
Purple 1369-25-3
•Luxurious Silicone universal rings
•Stretchy and durable
•Includes small, medium, and 

large for versatile use
•Silicone
•1.25”/3.25 cm (diameter small)
•1.5”/3.75 cm (diameter medium)
•1.75”/4.5 cm (diameter large)

Posh®
Silicone Lover’s Cage
Pink 1369-30-3
Blue 1369-35-3
Orange 1369-40-3
Purple 1369-45-3
•Enhance lovemaking 

with these 3 love cages
•Luxurious Silicone 

enhancer supports and 
increases stamina

•Soft, stretchy, 
and durable

•3 supportive designs
•Silicone
•3” x 1.25”/7.5 cm x 3.25 cm
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10-Function Vibrating Silicone Stud Lasso™
Black 1408-20-2
Red 1408-25-2
•The best selling Lasso™ is now Silicone with 10 functions
•Comfortable adjustable erection enhancer provides 

extra support and stamina for him
•Removable bullet provides 10 intense functions of 

  vibration, pulsation, and escalation for a partner
•Nubby Silicone sleeve provides added stimulation
•Silicone (lasso, stimulator sleeve) ABS (stimulator)
•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•5”/12.75 cm (adjustable lasso)
•2.25” x .75”/5.75 cm x 2 cm (bullet)

Magnum Support Plus®
Single Girth Cage
Clear 1471-10-2 Smoke 1471-20-2
2” x 1.75”/5 cm x 4.5 cm

Double Girth Cage
Clear 1471-30-2 Smoke 1471-40-2
2.75” x 1.75”/7 cm x 4.5 cm

•Dual semi-circle stainless steel supports for 
comfort and stamina

•Stretchy and durable enhancers add girth 
with a uniquely sensual ribbed texture

•TPR (penis ring) Stainless Steel (rings)

Posh®
Silicone Finger Teasers
Rings 1706-10-3
Swirls 1706-15-3
Hearts 1706-20-3
•Set of 4 form fitting, uniquely 

textured, luxurious Silicone 
finger teasers

•Silicone
•2.25” x 1”/5.75 cm x 2.5 cm
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7-Function 
Silicone Love Rider™
Dual Action Strap-On
Pink 1499-10-3
Black 1499-15-3
•Two toys in one!
•Premium solid vibrating Silicone probe 

with powerful dual motors
•Incredibly textured self stimulating 

butterfly
•7 powerful functions of vibration, 

pulsation, and escalation in probe 
and butterfly

•Power packed
•Easy touch controller with LED lights
•Easy on/off button
•Fully adjustable and removable 

Silicone waist and thigh straps 
fits up to 42+”/106.75+ cm waist

•Silicone (harness, probe) 
ABS (clasps, controller)

•2 AAA batteries
•6” x 1.5”/15.25 cm x 3.75 cm (probe)

Universal Love Rider™
Premium Ring Harness
1498-50-3
•Designed for the Love Rider™ Collection 

of silicone probes, or most harness
accessories    

•Premium, sturdy, fully adjustable 
universal harness fits up to 
49.5”/125.75 cm waist

•Aluminum placement ring and ballistic 
snaps for secure probe installation

•Hand stitched dual layered waistband 
with ultra soft lining

•Harness fits securely with perfectly 
placed thigh straps to ensure comfort

•Phthalate-Free PVC (harness) 
Nickel-Free Aluminum (hardware)

•2”/5 cm (diameter ring)
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Silicone Love Rider™
G-Kiss
Pink 1498-55-3
Black 1498-56-3
6.25” x 1.5”/16 cm x 3.75 cm

G-Caress
Pink 1498-57-3
Black 1498-58-3
6.25” x 1.5”/16 cm x 3.75 cm

Thruster
Pink 1498-59-3
Black 1498-60-3
7” x 1.5”/17.75 cm x 3.75 cm

Rippler
Pink 1498-61-3
Black 1498-62-3
7.25” x 1.5”/18.5 cm x 3.75 cm

•The Complete Strap-On System accessory
•Premium, solid, silky smooth, unscented 

Silicone probes with suction cup base
•Probes are designed to be used with or 

without a harness
•Curves, swirls, and nubs in all the right 

places plus flexes and moves with you
•Silicone
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Gyration Sensations™… World’s first gyrating enhancers
with Silicone teasers that generate 10 incredible functions of 
gyrating action. Powered by the Performance Plus™controller 
and contoured stimulator.

Gyration Sensations™
Gyrating Rockin’ Enhancer™
Pink 1995-50-3
Green 1995-55-3
Purple 1995-60-3
Black 1995-65-3
•Silicone love ring provides support for him and 

wild gyrating vibrations for a partner
•Performance Plus™ controller with 10 incredible 

functions of vibration, pulsation, and escalation 
along with gyration

•Gyrating massager may be used independently
•Auto on/off button
•State-of-the-art memory chip resumes 

last function used
•Plug-in jack
•Silicone (ring) 

ABS (controller, bullet)
•2 AA batteries
•4.5” x 2.75”/

11.5 cm x 7 cm (ring)
•2.25” x 1.25”/

5.75 cm x 3.25 cm (bullet)
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Divine™
Harmony™ 2093-30-3
6.75” x 1.5”/17.25 cm x 3.75 cm

(overall length)
1.5” x 1.5”/3.75 cm x 3.75 cm (tip)
Balance™ 2093-40-3
7.75” x 1.25”/19.75 cm x 3.25 cm

(overall length)
2.75” x 1.25”/7 cm x 3.25 cm (tip)
•Elegant, sophisticated, 

and powerful
•2 unique designs
•Soft, plushy Silicone tips 

flex and move with you
•Ergonomic handle for 

ease-of-use
•3 intense speeds of vibration
•Push button controls
•Silicone (tip, neck) 

ABS (handle, cap)
•2 AAA batteries

Body & Soul™
Transcend™
Pink 2084-30-3
Black 2084-35-3
•A unique combination of a powerful body 

massager plus optional vibrating bullet
•Use body massager independently or 

plug in the vibrating bullet
•2-speed
•Plug-in jack
•Silky smooth Satin Finish™

•ABS with PU Cote (massager, bullet) 
ABS with Silver Plating (décor)

•2 AA batteries
•5.25” x 1.75”/13.25 cm x 4.5 cm (massager)
•2.25” x 1”/5.75 cm x 2.5 cm (bullet)
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Body & Soul™
Connection™
Blue 2106-40-3
Pink 2106-45-3
4.5” x 2”/11.5 cm x 5 cm

Elation™
Black 2106-50-3
Purple 2106-55-3
4.25” x 2”/10.75 cm x 5 cm

•Solo or couples foreplay stimulator
•Dual pronged Silicone teasers with 

mind blowing vibrations in each tip
•10 incredible functions of vibration, 

pulsation, and escalation
•EZ touch control button with 

LED light and instant off feature
•Ergonomic weighted base 

for secure grip
•Silicone (massager, button) 

ABS (base)
•2 AAA batteries

E.V.A. – 
“Extreme Vibrating Action”
Purple 2097-25-3
Pink 2097-30-3
Lavender 2097-35-3
•Extreme power at the tip is what 

E.V.A. is all about!
•Extra long flexible shaft designed 

to move with you
•7 pulse pounding functions of 

vibration, pulsation, and escalation
•Whisper quiet
•Easy push button controls with 

instant off button
•Silicone (massager) ABS with 

Metallic Plating (cap, control panel) 
ABS with Silver Plating (décor) 

•2 AAA batteries
•7.25” x 1.5”/18.5 cm x 3.75 cm
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Luxe™… the essence of
pure luxury. Compact, 
powerful, and discreet!

7-Function 
Silicone Luxe™
Empower™
Black 2144-25-3
Pink 2144-26-3
Blue 2144-27-3
5” x 1.75”/12.75 cm x 4.5 cm

Epiphany™
Black 2144-28-3
Pink 2144-29-3
Blue 2144-30-3
5.25” x 3”/13.25 cm x 7.5 cm

Euphoria™
Black 2144-31-3
Pink 2144-32-3
Blue 2144-33-3
5” x 2.5”/12.75 cm x 6.25 cm

Embrace™
Black 2144-34-3
Pink 2144-35-3
Blue 2144-36-3
6” x 3.25”/15.25 cm x 8.25 cm

•Ergonomically shaped, luxuriously 
finished personal massagers with 
powerful vibrations that resonate 
throughout

•Distinct, elegant, premium quality 
Silicone pleasure tips

•7 functions of vibration, pulsation, 
and escalation

•Easy push button control with 
LED light and auto on/off button

•EZ load battery compartment
•Silicone (massager) 

ABS with PU Cote (controller) 
ABS with Silver Plating (décor)

•2 AAA batteries
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Girl’s Night™
Cock-Tail Shooter™
Black 2402-40-2
Pink 2402-50-2
•Party shot glass necklace

Posh®
Silicone “O” Probe™
Blue 2107-05-3
Pink 2107-10-3
Purple 2107-15-3
•Luxurious Silicone 

universal massager
•Intense vibrations
•Push button 3-speed 

removable stimulator
•Easy pull handle
•Silicone (massager) 

ABS (stimulator) 
ABS with Silver Plating (cap)

•1 AAA battery
•4.25” x 1.5”/10.75 cm x 3.75 cm

(massager)
•2.75” x .75”/7 cm x 2 cm

(stimulator)

Girl’s Night™
Playful Party Balloons
2405-10-2
•8 playful party balloons
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Girl’s Night™
Peni-Pecker Ice Chillers
2459-10-2
•Just freeze and use

Girl’s Night™
Playful Peni-Squirt Gun
Smoke 2421-15-2
Pink 2421-20-2
•Fill with water and shoot!

Girl’s Night™
Jumbo Cock-Tail Straw
Black 2425-20-2
Pink 2425-30-2
•Bendable jumbo straw
•12”/30.5 cm
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Lia® is for Lovers… 
Pure premium Silicone massagers, 
stimulators, and probes designed for
today’s discerning shopper. Only the finest
of materials and components are used to
create this outstanding collection!
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Lia®
Encaser™ Pink 4559-50-3 Purple 4559-51-3
3.75” x 1.25”/9.5 cm x 3.25 cm

Dreamer™ Pink 4559-52-3 Blue 4559-53-3
4.25” x 1.25”/10.75 cm x 3.25 cm

Mini “G” Pink 4559-54-3 Purple 4559-55-3
3.5” x 1”/9 cm x 2.5 cm

G-Kiss™ Pink 4559-56-3 Blue 4559-57-3
4” x 1”/10.25 cm x 2.5 cm

G-Caress™ Pink 4559-58-3 Purple 4559-59-3
4” x 1”/10.25 cm x 2.5 cm

G-Bliss™ Pink 4559-60-3 Blue 4559-61-3
4.25” x 1”/10.75 cm x 2.5 cm
•New designs, new motors!
•Premium quality Silicone massagers with 6 styles to choose from
•10 incredible functions of vibration, pulsation, and escalation
•Satin Finish™ controller with easy push buttons
•Auto on/off
•Silicone (massager, buttons) ABS with PU Cote (cap) 

ABS with Silver Plating (décor ring)
•1 AA battery
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Lia® Dual Lover
Dual Lover 1
Pink 4560-75-3
4.25” x 1.5”/10.75 cm x 3.75 cm

Dual Lover 2
Blue 4560-76-3
4.25” x 1.5”/10.75 cm x 3.75 cm

Dual Lover 3
Pink 4560-77-3
3.75” x 1.5”/9.5 cm x 3.75 cm

Dual Lover 4
Purple 4560-78-3
4.5” x 1.25”/11.5 cm x 3.25 cm

•Incredibly powerful Silicone 
massagers with intense dual motors

•10 intense functions of vibration, 
pulsation, and escalation

•Sized for beginners and advanced users
•Flexible, intensely powerful arouser
•Soft, smooth, virtually seamless Silicone
•Easy push button controls
•EZ on/off button
•Silicone (massager, buttons) 

ABS (cap) ABS with Silver Plating (décor)
•3 AAA batteries
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Beaded Girth Ring™
Dual Stacker™ 5632-10-3
2.25” x 1.5”/5.75 cm x 3.75 cm

Triple Stacker™ 5632-20-3
3.25” x 1.5”/8.25 cm x 3.75 cm

•Stretchy and comfortable ring 
adds support and girth

•TPR

Lia® Magic Ring
Blue 4561-94-3
Pink 4561-95-3
Purple 4561-96-3
•Customize your pleasure with this 

stretch-to-fit love ring with 
2 pleasure vibe positions

•Provides support for him, and 
powerful vibrations for a partner

•Flexes and moves with you
•Removable vibrator with 10 powerful 

functions of vibration, pulsation, 
and escalation

•Easy push button control – 
hold down for 3 seconds to turn 
off on any function

•Silicone (ring) ABS (vibrator)
•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•3.25” x 2”/8.25 cm x 5 cm (ring)
•2.25” x .75”/5.75 cm x 2 cm (bullet)

Dr. Joel Kaplan®
5-Function Stroker™
5626-00-3
•Intensely powerful male stroker
•Open loop flexes to accommodate any size user
•Dual motors with 5 functions of vibration, 

pulsation, and escalation
•Ergonomic handle for easy use
•Easy push button control – hold down for 

3 seconds to turn off on any function
•TPE (stimulator) ABS (handle)
•4 AAA batteries
•8.5” x 2.75”/21.5 cm x 7 cm (overall)
•3.5” x 2.75”/9 cm x 7 cm (stroker)
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Silicone Prostate Probe™
5639-01-2
•Textured Silicone probe with EZ pull ring
•Pliable, flexible, and multi-functional
•Silicone
•7.75” x 1.25”/19.75 cm x 3.25 cm

Universal Prostate Probe™
5639-05-2
•Pliable and durable for prostate stimulation
•Unique, virtually seamless, premium 

quality Silicone
•Easy pull handle design
•Silicone
•4” x 1.25”/10.25 cm x 3.25 cm

Compact Prostate Massager™
5648-03-2
•Vibrating prostate probe is angled and 

shaped for ultimate contact
•Compact travel size
•Smooth easy glide finish
•Powerful vibrations resonate throughout
•EZ push button control
•ABS with PU Cote (massager) 

ABS (décor) TPR (tip)
•2 AAA batteries
•3” x 1”/7.5 cm x 2.5 cm
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COLT®

Adam Champ™ Cock
6820-01-3
•Genuine cast of Adam Champ™

•Uncut life-like foreskin
•Better-Than-Real® Plus material is hand finished 

and colored for exacting detail
•Sturdy suction cup base
•Phthalate-Free PVC
•Insertable length (shaft): 6.25”/16 cm

•Diameter (shaft): 2”/5 cm

•Circumference (shaft): 6”/15.25 cm

•Circumference (scrotum): 10.5”/26.75 cm

•Overall length: 8”/20.25 cm

COLT®

Bob Hager™ Cock
6819-01-3
•Genuine cast of Bob Hager™

•Better-Than-Real® Plus material is hand 
finished and colored for exacting detail

•Sturdy suction cup base
•Phthalate-Free PVC
•Insertable length (shaft): 6”/15.25 cm

•Diameter (shaft): 2”/5 cm

•Circumference (shaft): 6.25”/16 cm

•Circumference (scrotum): 11”/28 cm

•Overall length: 8”/20.25 cm

UNCUT
GENUINE

CAST

LIFE-LIKE
FORESKIN
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COLT®

Throbber™
Black 6893-03-2
Red 6893-05-2
•Heavy duty power-packed massager 

ribbed and tapered for a real man
•Multi-speed
•ABS with PU Cote (massager) ABS (cap)
•2 C batteries
•7.5” x 1.25”/19 cm x 3.25 cm

COLT®

Man Butt™ Masturbator
6881-01-3
•Full size, life-like, look and feel 

PureSkin® masturbator
•Tight and stretchy with 

ultra ribbed chamber
•Ergonomic grip
•Maintenance free 
•PureSkin®/TPR
•6” x 2.5”/15.25 cm x 6.25 cm
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Shades of Purple™
Playroom Kit™
9760-10-3
•The perfect assortment of pleasure enhancing products 

to introduce light bondage, discipline, submission, and 
restraint into the bedroom as part of sexual play

•Kit includes: Mask (to heighten senses), Cuffs (trust 
your partner), Feather Tickler (awaken senses), and 
Weighted Orgasm Balls with Designer Pouch
(strengthen kegels, and hold in place on command)

•Cotton (mask) Polyester (straps) 
Iron (cuffs, keys) 50% Acrylic, 
50% Polyester 
(faux fur lining) 
Turkey Feathers 
(accents) 
Phthalate-Free PVC 
(stick) 
Stainless Steel 
(orgasm balls)

•1”/2.5 cm

(diameter balls)

Dr. Laura Berman’s® Shades of Purple™…
Create a variety of erotic and sensual experiences with your partner,
either on your own, or duplicate a scene from a popular steamy novel.

Shades of Purple™
Anastasia’s Delight™
Silicone Coated Orgasm Balls
9709-00-3
•Tighten and tone kegel muscles, or be 

“commanded” to hold them in place during play
•Ergonomically weighted Silicone orgasm balls
•ABS (balls) Silicone (inlay, retrieval cord)
•4.5” x 1.5”/11.5 cm x 3.75 cm
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Dr. Laura Berman is a
world-renowned sex and
relationship expert who
is considered a pioneer,
leader and innovator in
her field. Her television
shows “In The Bedroom
with Dr. Laura Berman”

and “The Dr. Laura
Berman Show,” are

featured on OWN, the
Oprah Winfrey Network.
She is a regular guest on

“The Dr. Oz Show.”
She is the Director of
DrLauraBerman.com

and a regular contributor
on Everyday Health. 

Dr. Berman is a New York
Times best-selling author
of many books on sexual
health and pleasure and a
weekly columnist for the

Chicago Sun Times.
She has appeared on
Fox News and CNN
and in The New York
Times, USA Today,
and every major

woman’s magazine.

Dr. Laura Berman®
Intimate Basics® Collection
Dr. Berman’s approach to couple’s 
therapy, as well as sexual wellness, 
resonates in her designs of her best 
selling Intimate Basics® collection.
For Dr. Laura Berman’s complete biography visit www.calexotics.com 

Lottie™
10-Function Remote Control Panty Pleaser
9705-05-3
•Ergonomically shaped remote control massager 

designed for the curves of a woman’s body
•Great for solo play or with a partner
•Fits comfortably into your favorite panty
•10 functions of vibration, pulsation, and escalation
•ABS
•2 AAA batteries (not included) 1-12V (included)
•EC-R+TTE certificate included
•19.5’/6 m range

•2.75” x 1.5” x 1.25”/7 cm x 3.75 cm x 3.25 cm (massager)
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Weighted Pelvic Exerciser 
with Stainless Steel Balls
Veronica™ 9710-30-3
Marilyn™ 9710-35-3
•Ergonomically weighted to tighten 

and tone kegel muscles
•Weighted stainless steel balls
•Smooth and seamless
•2 unique pleasure tips
•Resin (exerciser) 

Stainless Steel (weighted balls)
•7” x 1.25”/17.75 cm x 3.25 cm

Fiona™ 7-Function Massager 
with Interchangeable Tips
9730-20-3
•“Small handheld massager that offers multiple 

possibilities for pleasure”
•Discreet and powerful massager with 

4 interchangeable pleasure tips
•7 functions of vibration, pulsation, and escalation
•EZ push button control
•ABS with Metallic Plating (massager) 

ABS (tips) Silicone (button)
•1 AA battery
•3.5” x 1”/9 cm x 2.5 cm (massager)
•1” x .75”/2.5 cm x 2 cm (tips)

Effie™ 3-Speed Waterproof 
Satin Finish™ Massager
9729-20-3
•“Small yet powerful massager that can be 

used to increase maximum orgasm potential”
•Discreetly sized and perfect for travel
•Silky smooth satin finish
•3-speed
•Easy push button control
•ABS with PU Cote (massager) 

ABS with Silver Plating (décor) 
Silicone (button)

•1 AAA battery
•2.75” x .75”/7 cm x 2 cm
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10-Function Massager
Collette™ 9731-10-3
Ada™ 9731-20-3
Zola™ 9731-30-3
•Discreetly sized, soft Silicone massagers 

designed for external as well as internal stimulation
•Soft Silicone ridges or swirls for added sensations
•10 powerful functions of vibration, pulsation, 

and escalation
•EZ push button control – hold down for 3 seconds 

to turn off on any function
•Silicone (massager) ABS with PU Cote (cap) 

ABS with Silver Plating (décor)
•1 AA battery
•4” x 1.25”/10.25 cm x 3.25 cm

Satin Finish™
Vibrating Wand
Sina™ 9736-20-3
5.75” x 1”/14.5 cm x 2.5 cm      
2 AAA batteries
Rhiannon™ 9736-25-3
7.5” x 1”/19 cm x 2.5 cm           
3 AAA batteries
•Multiple possibilities for 

unlimited pleasure
•Powerful vibrating wand 

designed for clitoral, vaginal, 
or internal use

•Silky smooth ridged body for 
dexterity and added sensations

•Multi-speed vibrations 
in the tip

•ABS with PU Cote
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